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A B S T R A C T

In recent years, unmanned aerial systems (UAS) have been widely used in both military and civilian fields.
However, their open-source software and protocols have made their security vulnerable, resulting in a growing
number of cybersecurity issues. This paper provides a comprehensive review of UAS cybersecurity research,
with a focus on attack and defense technologies. Regarding UAS being a system that integrates software and
hardware and can work independently with complex tasks, this paper analyzes the UAS architecture and
classifies security threats into four categories: communication network security, software security, payload
security, and intelligent security. Additionally, it provides an overview of existing threat assessment methods.
This paper also highlights representative research progress in UAS cyberattacks and defense technologies in
the four identified categories. Finally, this paper examines the current research status and future prospects of
UAS cybersecurity.
1. Introduction

With the rapid development of electronic information and au-
tonomous driving, the application scale of UAVs in the military, civil,
industrial, and consumer fields has continued to expand. For exam-
ple, UAVs have been widely used in aerial photography, agricultural
plant protection [1], express delivery [2], and remote sensing map-
ping [3] etc., which further unleashes their application value and mar-
ket prospects. Based on parameters such as flight range, flight altitude,
and load capacity, UAVs can be divided into five types: high-altitude
long-endurance (HALE) UAVs, medium-altitude long-endurance
(MALE) UAVs, tactical UAVs (TUAV), small UAVs (SUAV) and minia-
ture UAVs (MAV). Table 1 [4] describes the performance parameters
of various types of UAV platforms.

Since Iran successfully captured the U.S. RQ-170 drone through
global positioning system (GPS) spoofing technology in 2011 [5], more
and more UAS attacks have emerged, and the issue of UAV cyber-
security has become increasingly prominent. From the perspective of
system architecture, The vulnerability of UAS extends beyond the UAV
itself and encompasses its supporting systems, such as communication
networks and ground-based stations, etc. Therefore, securing UAS in-
volves not only protecting the UAV but also safeguarding its entire
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system against potential attacks. The potential threats of UAS include
attacks on communication networks [6], software systems [7], payload
systems [8], and intelligent applications and algorithms [9]. These
attacks can undermine the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of UAS, leading to data loss in minor cases, crashing in major cases,
and even threatening the lives and property on the ground, a.k.a., an
attacked drone can be compared vividly to a ‘‘flying incendiary bomb’’.

More specifically, cybersecurity threats to UAS primarily involve
their software and hardware devices, such as flight control software,
communication protocols, sensors, and operating systems. Since most
of these devices are developed with common chips, open-source op-
erating systems, universal protocols, and software architectures, and
are designed on the principles of user-friendly and affordability, their
security is often overlooked. As a result, UAS have obvious security
vulnerabilities, making them susceptible to malicious attacks, which
will inevitably pose a major threat to the security of the UAS and
seriously hinder the healthy development of the UAS industry. Hence,
it is crucial to detect and prevent any potential threats from causing
damage.

Although progress has been made in cybersecurity, providing some
technical support for UAS to deal with security threats. However, these
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Table 1
Classification and performance parameters of UAV that cited from [4].

Type of UAV Flight altitude (m) Flight range (km) Load capacity (kg)

HALE >9100 NA 400–2000
MALE <9100 <200 60–400
TUAV <5500 <160 5–150
SUAV <3000 <50 5–50
MAV <1500 <10 0–5

works are mainly designed for static computer systems with relatively
fixed locations. This makes it difficult to meet the high-security de-
mands of dynamic, complex, real-time, and intelligent UAS. As the
UAS not only involves Ethernet communication, but also satellite com-
munication, bus communication, and electromagnetic communication.
Furthermore, UAS are not only on-board operating systems but also
equipped with ground station operating systems and various sensors
and payloads. More importantly, the discovery of artificial intelligence
(AI) algorithms vulnerabilities brings unique security threats to UAS,
particularly in mission execution and navigation control while enhanc-
ing its autonomy. Therefore, to better understand the current research
status of UAS cybersecurity and improve the security protection system,
this paper reviews the attack and defense (including detection, identifi-
cation, and mitigation of attacks) technologies in the UAS cybersecurity
research. To the best of our knowledge, this work should be the first
Comprehensive and systematic review article on UAS in attack and
defense research.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, an overview of UAS
architecture, security vulnerabilities, and threat assessment methods
are presented. Then we outline the cyberattacks and defense technolo-
gies of the UAS in four aspects: communication network security in
Section 3, software security in Section 4, payload security in Section 5
and machine-learning-based security in Section 6 respectively. Then we
discuss the current development technique, and recommendations for
future research directions in Section 7. Finally, we conclude our work
in Section 8. The outline of this paper is shown in Fig. 1.

Comparisons with existing surveys. A number of excellent works
lso conduct surveys related to robotic vehicles (RV) or UAVs [10–21].
owever, they are significantly different from this paper. Some papers

ocus on malicious drone detection [10], privacy, security policies and
egulations [11,12], while only a small amount of space is devoted to
escribing attack and defense technologies, especially without focusing
n the role of AI in UAS attack and defense. Some papers outline UAS
ybersecurity threats mainly from an engineering perspective while
eglecting academic approaches [13–15]. Some papers focus on com-
onent security issues of UAS (e.g. communication networks), [16–19]
r general security and safety issues in autonomous driving systems,
specially autonomous vehicles [20,21], and lack analysis of the spe-
ific unmanned aerial system. Differently, we explicitly target UAS and
eview attack and defense methods proposed by academia and indus-
ry. The main presentation details the threat assessment methods and
nalyzes the security problems at various levels from the perspective
f UAS architecture. It gives a comprehensive view of the relationship
etween attacks and system vulnerabilities using a threat model. In
articular, we explore the threats to UAS security from the application
f artificial intelligence and their use in security protection. For general
ttack methods, we also analyze their implementation on UAS and the
ossible impact on them.

. UAS basics

In this section, we begin by presenting the classification and archi-
ecture of UAS, and then proceed to examine the cybersecurity threats
t various levels by analyzing the UAS architecture. Lastly, we outline
2

he threat assessment methods for UAS cybersecurity. a
2.1. UAS architecture

The commonly used UAS architecture is shown in Fig. 2. From the
perspective of information systems, a standard UAS consists of five
parts: sensor system, flight control and navigation system, communica-
tion network, ground control station (GCS), and command and control
system. Its system architecture model is shown in Fig. 3.

The Sensor System is a device that senses the flight environ-
ment and converts the detected information into a specific form of
an electrical signal or another specific signal for output, usually in-
cluding external sensors and built-in sensors for flight control and
navigation. Built-in sensing devices usually referred to as Inertial Mea-
surement Units (IMU), including accelerometers, gyroscopes, magne-
tometers, barometers, etc., ensure the normal operation of the flight
control and navigation system. External sensing devices include vision
sensors, optical flow sensors, GPS, Lidar, and Automatic Dependent
Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B) sensors, etc., providing a closer guar-
antee for the flight safety of UAVs. The external sensors are important
parts of the UAV’s Sense and Avoidance (SAA) function that is used for
ensuring flight safety.

The Flight Control and Navigation System of UAS controls the
ensors, navigation, and communication systems of the UAV, and is a
ey part for communication between components. Functioning as the
‘operating system’’, it typically employs an ARM-based, MIPS-based,
r Performance Optimization With Enhanced RISC - Performance Com-
uting (PowerPC) CPU as the main control chip. In terms of software
perating systems, consumer UAVs mostly use embedded operating
ystems such as Linux, Open WRT, Android, and Microsoft IoT. Some
edium and large UAVs use the VxWorks operating system for flight

ontrol. Most motherboards of flight control and navigation systems
eserve development interfaces such as USB, JTAG, and UART for
anufacturers and users to develop or debug.
Communication Networks can be divided into two components:

he external communication network and the internal communication
etwork. As shown in Fig. 4, the external communication network
ypically encompasses networks for data transmission between UAVs
nd ground stations (①) or satellites (②), mobile Ad Hoc networks
③), and application networks such as cellular networks and auxiliary
ommunication networks (④). The basic component of these communi-
ation networks is the data link. The direction is divided into uplink
or sending control signals and downlink for telemetry data return.
ccording to the connection object, it can be divided into control links

e.g., ground control system data link, remote control data link)and
ata links (e.g., global positioning system data link, inter-machine data
ink, ADS-B data link). For internal communication networks, UAVs
ypically employ a Bus architecture to physically connect Electronic
ontrol Units (ECU) for distributed real-time control and multi-way
ransmission of onboard data. ECUs on UAVs usually include steering
ear, engine, controller, power supply, sensors, etc.
GCS is a channel for ground operators to directly exchange infor-

ation with the UAV. It integrates control, communication, and data
rocessing, and mainly completes the data collection and monitoring
f the UAV’s flight status. GCS is generally composed of one or more
ortable computers, mainly equipped with operating software devel-
ped based on Windows or Linux. Ground operators can complete
ission planning, flight playback, and real-time monitoring through

he ground station. At present, the common open source GCS are
issionPlanner [22] and QGroundControl [23].
The Command and Control System is generally used in strategic-

evel HALE and MALE UAVs and is mainly used to control, operate and
anage the flight of UAVs. The specific contents include: monitoring

he flight process and flight track of the aircraft, ensuring the normal
peration of the communication link, launching and recovering the
ircraft, completing the combat mission, and collecting the information
f the GCS.

However, more devices means more risk points. Section 2.2 will give

systematic analysis of UAS based on these devices.
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Fig. 1. Outline of the paper.
2.2. Security analysis of UAS

A typical UAS is a complex information system that integrates
hardware and software, capable of functioning independently, and sup-
ports a wide range of applications, such as environmental information
3

fusion, collaborative control, and intelligent decision-making. Due to
the system’s complexity, the vulnerabilities that may occur within it
can often be intricate, involving multiple components of the UAS.
Therefore, it is important to give a clear perspective of its security
issues. We conduct a systematic security analysis of the UAS, which
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Fig. 2. UAS architecture.
Fig. 3. UAS system architecture model.
Fig. 4. Communication network architecture.

enables us to gain a clear understanding of the most dangerous and
potentially intrusive vulnerabilities in such a complex cyber–physical
system. It helps to understand the causes of attacks and the relationship
between the attacks and the various layers of UAS, and thus to avoid
potential risks. More specifically, we sort out the security threats in four
aspects of communication network security, software security, payload
security, and machine learning-based security. These methods are both
4

Fig. 5. Interactions in four security threats.

distinctive and interactive. The first three attacks are primarily aimed
at disrupting the UAS itself, whereas the last one is more focused on
rendering the UAV incapable of a specific mission. Fig. 5 shows the
interactions in these four security threats. Further details regarding the
threat models will be presented in Sections 3 to 6.

2.2.1. Communication network security analysis
The main security threats in the communication network of the UAS

are data security and application security. First of all, the communi-
cation network uses electromagnetic signals as the data transmission
medium. This communication environment is generally open and has
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Fig. 6. An example of DOS attack.
different standards (e.g., IEEE 802.11, Radio Frequency, Bluetooth,
Cellular Network et al.), which are designed at the beginning consider-
ing only transmission efficiency and lacking effective data encryption
and authentication methods. Even if some UAVs use encryption or
authentication strategies, most of them are unreliable private crypto-
graphic algorithms and authentication protocols. These algorithms and
protocols have not been verified for long-term security, and there are
often security vulnerabilities in logic and implementation. The above
problems make the communication network vulnerable to eavesdrop-
ping [24], tampering [25], replaying [6] and other attacks, which make
the information transmitted in the network easy to be intercepted,
resulting in the data leakage of images, videos, and even control
information [6].

Secondly, there are various transmission protocols (e.g., Mavlink,
WiFi, Xbee, CAN, etc.) used in the UAS communication network, which
lacks unified security transmission standards. The vulnerabilities in
the protocols will also cause the leakage of control information. For
example, the authenticate data packages can be used to authenticate
the communication between the controller and UAV. The leak of these
packages can result in the UAS be vulnerable to attacks such as spoof-
ing, Denial-of-Service (DOS), and control hijacking [26], causing the
loss of communication, or the illegal takeover by the attacker. We
conducted DOS attack experiment on a UAV and demonstrated the
effect of communication loss on QGC (shown in Fig. 6). Moreover, as
shown in Fig. 5, the attackers may exploit vulnerabilities to launch
software attacks.

2.2.2. Software security analysis
The command and control system, flight control, navigation system,

and GCS all rely on software platforms to ensure the proper operation
of the UAV flight, mission execution, information acquisition, and data
return. As such, these software platforms constitute a crucial aspect
of the overall UAS. However, these systems also encounter serious
software security challenges. Firstly, the software is an executable
program, and most UAV software is either off-the-shelf products or
developed based on open-source frameworks, which inevitably leads
to some vulnerabilities [27] or backdoors [28]. Secondly, the majority
of the software operating environments are either Windows or Linux,
both of which are known to have system vulnerabilities [29]. There-
fore, attackers can analyze and exploit to attack the system, such as
overflow attacks [28], unauthorized access attacks, illegal function ex-
ecution [30], etc., leading to problems such as system freezes, crashes,
leakage of key files, and even the seizure of control.

In addition to the security threats of the system and the software
itself, there are also plenty of communication interactions and human–
computer interaction behaviors in the process of using this software.
As a result, problems such as untrustworthy data and authentication
flaws may arise. More realistically, due to the relative closure and
independence of UAS platforms (e.g., GCS and command and control
5

Fig. 7. Attacking drones through social engineering that cited from [33].

systems), their updates and maintenance generally lag behind, which
leads to inadequate access control means and weak configuration [31].
These problems increase the possibility of software vulnerabilities be-
ing discovered and exploited. For example, malicious attackers can
use social engineering methods such as email phishing, psychological
exploitation, information mining, and supply chain attacks to gain
access to UAV-sensitive information [32]. Authentication flaws are
then exploited to bypass authentication mechanisms in order to gain
advanced privileges. Fig. 7 [33] shows the attack flow of an attacker
using social engineering to steal data from a DJI drone through a drone
network forum. All of these possible attacks increase the security risks
faced by UAS. What is more, these vulnerabilities can also be exploited
to launch attacks on the sensor system.

2.2.3. Payload security analysis
From the perspective of aircraft structure design, a UAV can be di-

vided into three parts: the engine, the aircraft body, and the flight pay-
load. Among them, the flight payload is the equipment that is equipped
on the UAV, independent of the aircraft body, and to complete a
specific task, such as flight steering gear, motor, sensor equipment,
etc. As an important part of the UAV payload, the sensor system faces
serious data security problems. These payloads lack the necessary au-
thentication mechanism in actual operation, and coupled with technical
and cost constraints, UAV payloads often face the risk of availability. At
the same time, in order to emphasize the real-time nature of data trans-
mission, payload data transmission also lacks encryption. Therefore, the
UAV payload also faces the risk of data integrity and confidentiality. In
addition, the UAV payload does not have the ability to actively detect
and respond to abnormal attacks. For these payload vulnerabilities,
attackers can send jamming signals to sensors to disable sensor func-
tions or send intentionally constructed false data to sensors for spoofing
attacks, such as GPS spoofing attacks [8], acoustic signal injection
attacks [34–36], and transfer attacks [37], stealthy attacks [38], etc.,
leading to incorrect decisions during position calculation and flight
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navigation of UAVs. Besides, as shown in Fig. 5, these vulnerabilities
make payloads the entrance for machine-learning-based attacks. In
conclusion, these payload attacks seriously threaten the flight safety of
UAVs.

2.2.4. Machine learning security analysis
In recent years, the next-generation of artificial intelligence has

developed rapidly and has been widely used for tasks such as sense
and avoidance [39], autonomous navigation [40], object detection and
tracking [41,42]. The application of AI has gradually made UAVs highly
intelligent unmanned flight cyber systems. However, the gradual emer-
gence of security threats such as data-based adversarial attacks [43,
44], data poisoning [45], and model tampering [46,47] has made
artificial intelligence, especially machine learning algorithms increas-
ingly vulnerable. For these reasons, the increasing intelligence and
autonomous capabilities of UAVs, coupled with their complex appli-
cation environments and target missions, make their cyber systems
more vulnerable to attacks. To make a better understanding of the
vulnerabilities that exist in machine learning algorithms in UAS, this
paper summarizes the application of machine learning in UAS cyber-
security as machine-learning-based security problems, which can be
divided into two aspects. On the one hand, as a novel technology,
machine learning can be widely used in the attack detection and
mitigation of UAS, enabling it to have a more intelligent malicious
attack defense capability. On the other hand, As mentioned previously,
although machine learning helps in securing UAS, its own vulnerability
introduces a new kind of risk to the algorithm’s security. Since most
of the machine learning algorithms carried by UAVs are not designed
with robustness and security in mind, they are extremely vulnerable
to malicious adversarial attacks such as ‘‘data poisoning’’ and ‘‘back-
door attacks’’. These attacks can use camera [48], optical flow [49],
Lidar [50], and other loads as the entrance to interfere with the correct
output of algorithms, so as to have a huge impact on UAS intelligent
applications such as environmental perception, obstacle avoidance, and
autonomous flight.

2.3. Threat assessment methods for UAS

Threat assessment refers to the process of systematically examining
cyber systems, identifying existing security vulnerabilities, and evalu-
ating the threat level of the vulnerabilities and the possibility of being
exploited. In recent years, with the continuous development of UAS,
the research on its cybersecurity has received extensive attention from
scholars. At present, the vulnerability assessment method for UAS has
not yet formed a standard research system. One analysis method is to
carry out risk identification and threat assessment through traditional
threat modeling methods. For example, Mansfield et al. [51] analyzed
cybersecurity vulnerabilities that exist in communication networks,
software programs, hardware, and insider threats. They developed a
threat profile for GCS based on risks, which helped to fill a gap in
the threat model approach. Katharina et al. [52] conducted a com-
prehensive analysis of UAV attacks, considering three key dimensions:
attack surface, attack method, and attack target. Through this analysis,
they proposed the attack vector of UAS. This method combines the kill
chain with the STRIDE threat model.1 Threats to UAS can be assessed
from an offensive and defensive perspective. For example, Hartmann
et al. [53] proposed a system architecture-based threat assessment
method to achieve risk assessment of military UAVs based on factors
such as communication systems, storage media, sensor systems, and
fault handling mechanisms. However, the method based on threat

1 STRIDE is a tool developed by Microsoft for threat modeling. It divides
hreats into the following six dimensions to examine: Spoofing, Tamper-
ng, Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Denial-of-Service, and Elevation of
rivilege.
6

modeling has limited specification and coverage, and can only defend
information systems with clear boundaries, low real-time, dynamic, and
openness.

Another mainstream UAV vulnerability assessment method is to
classify UAVs as a type of cyber–physical system and use the mature
cyber–physical system threat assessment theory to equivalently analyze
attack behavior and assess the threat degree under different levels of
UAS and attack methods.

In a single UAV scenario, some researchers have implemented threat
assessment by studying attack patterns, e.g., Sun et al. [54] exam-
ined the attack patterns targeting the physical layer of drone wire-
less networks, such as eavesdropping attacks. They further investi-
gated the overall threat landscape of these systems. However, some
researchers implement threat assessment by quantifying attacks. For
example, Fouda et al. [55] achieved the overall vulnerability assess-
ment of UAS in a given state, by enumerating attack vectors and
quantifying them into three aspects: electromagnetic attacks, cyber-
attacks, and physical attacks to construct the attack surface model.
Leela et al. [56] classified UAV cyberattacks and conducted threat
analysis based on target attack vectors. Similarly, Javaid et al. [57]
proposed a network security threat model based on possible attack
paths to achieve threat and vulnerability assessment of the system,
which can identify high-priority threats and reduce the impact.

In multi-UAV scenarios, threat assessment is mainly carried out from
the perspective of equivalent analysis. For example, Petnga et al. [58]
aimed at state estimation, a typical function of UAS, and conducted
vulnerability analysis based on cyber–physical attacks, and construct
distributed control structure to realize the identification of potential
attack behaviors. Finally, the controller is designed under the premise
of considering the threat of attack behaviors to achieve effective state
estimation in attack scenarios. Vyacheslav et al. [59] treated multi-UAV
systems as distributed nodes in the Internet of Things (IoT) and ana-
lyzed their potential threats in IoT application scenarios. Using an anal-
ysis method based on intrusion mode and consequence criticality, they
identified the potential threats of multi-UAVs in IoT environments. Ilker
et al. [60] conducted a threat analysis of multi-UAV systems by treating
multi-UAV collaborative perception as a novel type of Ad-Hoc network
and compared it to the current Ad-Hoc network system. They analyzed
the attack methods at different physical information system levels and
threat levels to identify potential threats to multi-UAV systems.

3. Communication network security

3.1. Communication network attacks

Compared with terrestrial wireless networks, the UAS communi-
cation network has the remarkable characteristics of high mobility,
harsh environment, dynamic changes in the communication environ-
ment, and limited communication resources. The protection measures
in the transmission process are relatively weak and it is vulnerable
to malicious attacks. This section summarizes the possible attacks on
the UAS communication networks. Generally, as shown in Fig. 8,
wireless networks are typically targeted by attackers on a hardware
basis (pipeline ①). As for internal communication networks, attackers
can remotely connect to the ECU via wireless means (pipeline ②),
and once successful, they can compromise the bus by reprogramming
or refreshing the ECU’s firmware (pipeline ③). Specifically, the at-
tacks are divided into two aspects of physical-layer-based attacks and
protocol-vulnerability-based attacks. (Shown in Table 2).

3.1.1. Physical-layer-based attacks
The common attack methods in the physical layer are jamming,

eavesdropping, and tampering. Jamming attack is the act of directing
electromagnetic energy to a communication system to interfere with or
prevent signal transmission. It is a special case of a Denial-of-Service
(DOS) attack and one of the most effective means of attacking UAVs.
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Table 2
Communication network attacks.

Attacks References Description Result

Physical layer based
attacks

Robinson et al. [61], Luo et al.
[62], Sharma et al. [63] Fotouhi
et al. [25], Sampigethay et al.
[64], Wang et al. [65]

Jamming;
Eavesdropping;
Tampering

Lost some functions (FPV etc.) and data

Protocol vulnerability
based attacks

Deligne et al. [6], Xu et al. [66],
Rodday et al. [67], Westerlund
et al. [26], Krishna et al. [56],
Altawy et al. [68], Kamkar et al.
[69], Alexandre et al. [70],
Highnam et al. [71], Koscher
et al. [72], Tang et al. [73],
Cheng et al. [74], Miller et al.
[75] Jedh et al. [76] Murvay
et al. [77], Fernandez et al. [78],
White et al. [79]

DOS attacks;
Spoofing attacks;
Data theft

Lost communication;
Illegal takeover by the attacker
Fig. 8. Attack model of communication network attacks.

Jamming attacks have a wide range of applications in military and civil-
ian anti-UAV fields. Robinson et al. and Luo et al. [61,62] interfered
with the UAV’s GPS and video link channels, respectively, resulting
in the loss of its ‘‘return to home’’ function and the FPV functions.
At present, common anti-UAV jammers are mainly divided into two
types: mobile directional RF transmitters and fixed ones, both of which
interfere with the ISM band. In the future, as Sharma et al. [63] pointed
out, the increasing implementation of 5G communication in UAS will
escalate the threat of jamming attacks and subsequently intensify the
challenge posed to UAS security.

In addition, the existence of eavesdropping and tampering is also
a major threat to UAS. Including the UAV-assisted communication
network [25], ADS-B system [64], the 5G line-of-sight (LoS) links
between UAV and ground nodes [65] etc. are all facing the risk of
eavesdropping and tampering attacks.

3.1.2. Protocol-vulnerability-based attacks
The physical attack is caused by the vulnerability of the hardware.

At the software level, due to the limited computing power and mem-
ory resources of UAS, its communication network generally uses a
large number of lightweight communication protocols, such as Micro
Air Vehicle Link Communication (MAVLink) protocol, XBee protocol,
MavRos protocol, Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol etc. How-
ever, due to the consideration of cost and computing performance,
plaintext communication is generally used in the design, and there
is a lack of encryption and authentication mechanisms. In response
to this vulnerability, an attacker can launch DOS attack [6,66] to
disconnect legitimate communication connections, or through spoofing
attacks, such as replaying XBee protocol-based control commands on
the 868 MHz frequency band [67], authentication frames based on WiFi
802.11 protocol [6,26,56,68–70], and key authentication information
of Mavlink protocol [71] to hijack the UAV and gain control privilege.
For internal communication networks, DOS attacks and spoofing at-
tacks are also major threats to the CAN protocol. For example, CAN’s
arbitration logic prioritizes frames with smaller IDs, which creates an
opportunity for attackers to flood the bus by sending malicious frames
7

with the smallest IDs at a high rate. This flood can delay or even prevent
the transmission of other normal frames, disabling normal control of
the bus to other devices [72]. Additionally, the CAN error handling
mechanism can be exploited for a special type of DoS attack called
a ‘‘Bus-Off’’ attack. These attacks utilize carefully crafted frames to
create transmission conflicts, forcing the victim into a Bus-Off state
and preventing future CAN Bus transmissions [73,74]. Furthermore, the
attacker can launch spoofing attacks by initially infiltrating and seizing
control of ordinary nodes or implanting malicious nodes into the bus,
subsequently utilizing these malicious Electronic Control Units (ECUs)
to transmit counterfeit frames to the CAN bus. Such attacks may include
attempts to transmit frames with forbidden IDs [75] or deceiving legit-
imate ECUs by injecting counterfeit data [76] or replaying outdated
frames [77].

In addition to the above attacks, data theft can also be carried out by
exploiting the vulnerabilities of lack of encryption and authentication,
such as obtaining videos and images captured by UAVs through an
unauthenticated FTP service port [6], or intercepting topics and ser-
vices in the security protection design lacked Robot Operating System
(ROS) [78,79], and pose threat to the data security of UAVs.

Both physical-layer-based attacks and protocol-vulnerability-based
attacks are primarily executed on a hardware basis. Their success
rate depends on the cost and capabilities of the hardware. Conse-
quently, larger UAVs often possess better containment and protection
capabilities for their system, leading to higher hardware requirements.

3.2. Defenses against communication network attacks

Defending communication networks from cyber attacks is essential
in protecting sensitive information and ensuring the normal operation
of UAS. Specifically, The defense methods involve cryptography, phys-
ical layer security, and intrusion detection (shown in Table 3). These
defense methods are suitable for all types of UAVs. However, Whether
these methods can be deployed depends on the arithmetic power.

Cryptography is a crucial and commonly used technology for wire-
less network security. It enables the encryption and authentication of
UAS communication networks. The application of cryptography can be
categorized into two types: symmetric cryptosystem and asymmetric
cryptosystem. Symmetric cryptosystems are generally used to encrypt
data, such as using traditional ciphers [80], block ciphers (AES [81,82],
RC5 [83]), lightweight sequence ciphers (ChaCha20 [84]), and so on
to encrypt the communication link between the UAV and the GCS or
CAN bus. These methods can reduce the probability of malicious attack-
ers intercepting communication data, and improve fault tolerance. In
asymmetric cryptosystems, researchers use lattice cipher methods [85]
to encrypt swarm communication networks, or use digital signatures
to authenticate data between UAVs and ground stations [78], and the
information transmitted between the UAVs [86], to prevent them from
being controlled by unauthorized intruders. For ROS, White et al. [79]
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added a new set of security features called Secure ROS (SROS) to
the core codebase of ROS, using modern cryptography and security
measures to solve the existing communication vulnerabilities in ROS.

The influences on energy consumption and computation overhead
are essential evaluation metrics for cryptography methods. However,
cryptography needs additional computational overhead and requires
hardware modifications, making it limited in scope for small UAVs with
limited computing resources and energy. In addition, for multi-UAV
systems, the increase in the number of drones will also bring problems
to the management and transmission of keys.

In recent years, the research on the security of wireless communi-
cation from the perspective of the physical layer has gradually become
a research hot spot. Different from the upper layer cryptography-based
communication security technology, physical layer security is based on
the concept of security capacity, which refers to the maximum transfer
rate that can be achieved between the sender and receiver when the
reliability and confidentiality of information transmission are satisfied
at the same time. For multi-user eavesdrop system with 𝐽 users, its
ecurity capacity 𝐶𝑠 is defined as:

𝑠 = max{0, 𝑅𝐷 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥
1≤𝑗≤𝐽

𝑅𝑗
𝐸} (1)

here 𝑅𝐷 is the information received by the receiver, 𝑅𝑗
𝐸 is the 𝑗th

avesdropping node’s information rate. More specifically, we assume
hat ℎ𝐷 and ℎ𝑗𝐸 denote the channel gain from the source to the le-
itimate receiver and from the source to the 𝑗th eavesdropping end,
espectively. 𝛿2𝐷 and 𝛿2𝐸 refer to the Additive White Gaussian Noise
AWGN). When giving the average transmission power 𝑃 , 𝑅𝐷 and 𝑅𝑗

𝐸
re defined as [87]:

𝐷 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1 +
𝑃 |ℎ𝐷|

2

𝛿2𝐷
) (2)

𝑅𝑗
𝐸 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(1 +

𝑃 |ℎ𝑗𝐸 |
2

𝛿2𝐸
) (3)

Physical layer security aims to establish a channel security model
based on the actual physical environment, and enhance security ca-
pacity through optimization methods. This helps to prevent the system
from jamming attacks and eavesdropping. Unlike encryption technol-
ogy applied to higher layers, physical layer security for wireless com-
munication does not require keys or complex algorithms, making it
more suitable for large-scale distributed wireless networks. As a result,
it can effectively protect wireless data transmission without the need
for keys and complex algorithms.

Some researchers give solutions to the UAS communication network
security based on physical layer security. For example, adding artificial
noise [24] to the transmission information to confuse the attacker, or
verifying by comparing the control command format [88], which can
reduce the influence of eavesdropping and malicious interference on
the UAS communication system.

In the field of information-theoretic security, research on UAS se-
curity mainly focuses on two scenarios: UAV-assisted direct secure
communication and UAV-assisted secure collaboration [89]. In the first
scenario, the drone is a legitimate communication node in the air.
Researchers usually study issues such as improving the security capac-
ity of communication systems, the average secure transmission rate,
and the probability of secure communication interruption under the
multi-user eavesdropping channel and mixed eavesdropping channel
models [90–94]. In the second scenario, researchers use UAVs as mo-
bile relays to enhance effective information transmission between the
source and receiver [95,96], or as an aerial interference source [95,97]
and study methods to reduce the attacker’s eavesdropping effectiveness
by sending artificial noise.

However, physical layer security remains limited to theoretical
research, with the channel model used for research often requiring
8

some limitations or assumptions. These assumptions, such as the legal
communication channels being stronger than eavesdropping channels,
and the need for accurate, knowable channel information, can impact
the results of the research. While the feasibility of physical layer secu-
rity has been demonstrated through theoretical research, a generalized
channel coding scheme that achieves the guaranteed transmission rate
according to information theory is not yet available for practical use.

Intrusion detection involves identifying attempted, ongoing, or al-
ready occurred intrusions. Currently, a rule-based intrusion detection
strategy has been applied in the field of UAS wireless network pro-
tection. For example, Strohmeier et al. [98] developed an anomaly
detection method based on physical layer information to protect the
communication between UAV and ground stations, which can effec-
tively detect erroneous data injection attacks and detect attackers
within 40 s. Mitchell et al. [99] proposed a UAV intrusion detection
system based on adaptive behavior rules to detect whether a single UAV
in a multi-UAV system is maliciously attacked. Some researchers ex-
tract distinct features, such as transmission frequency [100], electrical
signals [101], and ID [102], from the typical bus transmission process.
These features are then analyzed to ascertain if the frames conform to
established normal rules, which can help in identifying potential bus
invasions. However, the rule-based intrusion detection system (IDS)
has the problem of complicated management, which needs to be pre-
configured. To this end, some studies also use signature-based intrusion
detection techniques as an improvement, such as Kacem et al. [103]
proposed an ADS-B intrusion detection framework to protect aircraft
from network attacks targeting ADS-B messages. The framework is
based on a feature detection strategy that analyzes the position of an
aircraft’s GPS. Casals et al. [104] developed a biologically inspired
detection scheme to detect cyberattacks against aerial networks. For
this method, a detection rate is usually adopted to evaluate the per-
formance as well as the missing report rate and false alarm rate.
However, the above two intrusion detection systems are essentially
misused detection. Neither of them can detect unknown attacks since
both of them need to know the characteristics of the attack in advance.

4. Software security

4.1. Software attacks

Software attacks refer to the method of attacking the target software
or system by exploiting vulnerabilities. For UAS, the flight control
and navigation system, GCS, and command and control system are all
composed of one or more computers. These computer systems have
certain particularity and closeness. They may have weak configuration
and relative lag in update and maintenance. Also, they lack unified
management standards and vulnerability libraries, once attacked by
software, the loss will be more serious than traditional computers.
Generally, The attack model (shown in Fig. 9) can be divided into
three ways: ① The attacker directly invades the communication net-
work (e.g. Man-in-the-middle attack) to inject attack payloads into the
UAV’s on-board software system. ② The attacker gain access and attack
ground equipment. (social engineering, vulnerability exploitation, etc.).
③ The attacker obtains the UAS software authority or injects attack pay-
loads into it based on pipeline ②, this way is often achieved based on
the data transmission of the communication network. Classified from a
technical point of view, the software attacks of UAS include backdoor
attack [7], root exploit attack [105], buffer overflow attack [28,106],
reverse cracking [62], etc. (Shown in Table 4).

The backdoor attack is a method of bypassing security controls to
gain access to a program or system. For example, Rahul [7] installed
the malware Maldrone on the drone’s flight control firmware to set up a
backdoor, and then secretly entered or controlled the system and seized
the control of the drone. Rahul also noted that the combination of
Maldrone and replaying attacks can make the UAVs disconnect from the

legitimate controller without enabling emergency protection measures
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Table 3
Defenses against communication network attacks.

Method References Strengths Weaknesses

Cryptography Rajatha et al. [80], Shoufan et al.
[81], Woo et al. [82] Butcher
et al. [83], Allouch et.al [84],
Abdallah et al. [85], Fernandez
et al. [78], Bian et al. [86],
White et al. [79]

Encrypting and authenticating the
communication network

Needs additional computational overhead;
Requires hardware modifications;
Bringing problems to key management and
transmission

Physical layer security Liu et al. [24], Rubin et al. [88]
Wang et al. [89], Zhang et al.
[90] Zhang et al. [91], Cui et al.
[92], Yang et al. [93], Zhao et al.
[95], Bastami et al. [96], Lee et
al. [97] Khan et al. [94]

Protecting wireless data
transmission without the need for
keys and complex algorithms

No practically available generalized channel
coding scheme to achieve the transmission
rate;
Need limitations or assumptions for channel
model

Intrusion detection Mitchell et al. [99] Identifying attempted, ongoing or
already occurred intrusions

Cannot detect unknown attacks;
Safety specifications are not adaptive

Strohmeier et al. [98] Taylor
et al. [100], Choi et al. [101],
Cho et al. [102] Kacem et al.
[103], Casals et al. [104]

Cannot detect unknown attacks
Fig. 9. Attack model of software attacks.

and still be controlled by malicious programs. This attack follows the
pipeline ①.

Koo et al. [105] pointed out that Linux-based UAV operating sys-
tems are vulnerable to root exploits. In response to this problem, some
drones use microkernel-based operating systems, but such systems are
less scalable and vulnerable to buffer overflow attacks [28,106], that is,
the program attempts to write data outside the area. This attack method
can invade the flight control program, and then force the drone to shut
down and fall. They often follow pipeline ③.

Reverse engineering is a technology that explores the internal struc-
ture and working principle of software, which can be used to analyze
and crack the related software of UAS. For example, the attackers can
reverse the Android-based UAV control application to obtain the format
of the control command; or reverse the secondary development tool
and elevate the authority to bypass the authentication to control the
UAV [62]. Also, it demonstrates the ability to write an attacker-defined
file into the UAV [107] Reverse engineering can save a tremendous
amount of time, manpower, and material resources, and can be used to
launch attacks on drones beyond visual range. It often follows pipeline
② and ③.

In general, due to the ubiquity of WiFi protocols and interfaces,
most of the software attacks target MAV or SUAV since they use WiFi
as the protocol for communication networks. Furthermore, most attacks
are essentially one-time static attacks since they target on static UAVs.
For UAVs that are in a dynamic flight state and use special protocols
for communication (especially TUAV, HALE, and MALE), their attack
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channels are limited, and they can only start from the ground station
or command and control system (pipeline ② in Fig. 9). These charac-
teristics make it very difficult to exploit the vulnerabilities and deliver
attack payloads.

4.2. Defenses against software attacks

As UAS software security becomes an imperative challenge, its miti-
gation has received attention, especially in the military field. For exam-
ple, the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is conducting
research called High Assurance Cyber Military Systems (HACMS). The
project aims to develop security software based on a formal method to
defend against malicious attacks on UAS by hackers. Software defense
techniques generally include fuzzing, memory isolation, Control Flow
Integrity (CFI), and parameter and state estimation (Shown in Table 5).
These defense methods are suitable for all types of UAVs.

Fuzzing is an automated or semi-automated software testing
methodology, which finds vulnerabilities by inputting a large amount
of malformed data into the tested target and observing and analyzing
the abnormal operation of the program. For UAS software attack
mitigation, Alhawi et al. [108] applied fuzzing and bounded model
checking techniques to predict where unknown software vulnerabilities
in UAS may appear. Ye [109] used fuzzing technology to test file
transfer programs and flight control programs for denial-of-service vul-
nerabilities, and found an unknown denial-of-service vulnerability in a
certain type of UAS. Kim et al. [110] utilized the UAV control model
to provide helpful semantic guidance for improving bug-discovery ac-
curacy and efficiency. They proposed RVFUZZER, a vetting system for
finding input validation bugs in RV control programs through control-
guided input mutation. The performance of fuzzing can be evaluated
by the amount and categories of vulnerabilities it uncovers.

CFI is a framework that against control flow hijacking attacks
based on jump instructions. Pike et al. [30] and Clements et al. [111]
proposed a CFI-based method to detect attacks on software. When
implemented on the operating system of UAV, it is proved that the
method can detect attacks such as buffer overflow and illegal function
execution.

Memory isolation is a method of isolating the virtual memory space
of a process from the actual physical memory space, making it difficult
for attackers to conduct memory corruption attacks. For example, Koo
et al. [105] adopted a virtualized microkernel to isolate the wireless
communication module on a Linux-based UAV operating system, which
can effectively prevent root exploit attacks.

Parameter and state Estimation is a method to realize real-time
estimation and tracking of UAS by comparing controller parameters
with known normal parameters. This method can be used to detect
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Table 4
Software attacks.

Attacks References Description Result

Backdoor attack Rahul [7] Bypassing security controls and
set backdoors

Malicious control the UAV

Root exploits Koo et al. [105] Elevating to root privileges Invading the flight control program

Buffer overflow Hooper et al. [28], Elley [106] Attempting to write program data
in illegal area

Causing the drone to shut down and fall

Reverse engineering Luo [62], Li [107] Exploring internal application
structure and working principle

Obtaining control command format;
Bypassing authentication to control UAV;
Writing attacker-defined file into UAV
Table 5
Defenses against software attacks.

Method References Strengths Weaknesses

Fuzzing Alhawi et al. [108] Ye [109] Kim
et al. [110]

Observing and analyzing the
abnormal operation of the
program

Lacking standard UAV vulnerability libraries
Limited in defending attacks against
physical features of control systems;
The type of vulnerability identified through
the excavation is relatively limited in scope.

CFI Pike et al. [30], Clements et al.
[111]

Effectively detect buffer overflow
and illegal function execution

Cannot address the resteering problem

Memory isolation Koo et al. [105] Making it difficult for attackers to
conduct memory corruption
attacks

The network communication performance
gets deteriorated

Parameter and State
estimation

Birnbaum et al. [112], Fei et al.
[113]

Detecting software-oriented
attacks and malicious code attacks

/

software-oriented attacks against drones [112] and malicious code
attacks [113].

Software defense methods can effectively defend the attacks for
software vulnerabilities. However, due to the strong coupling between
UAS cyber and physical systems, such methods are still limited in
defending against attacks on the physical features of control systems.
In future research, we need to focus more on such ‘‘control-semantic’’
vulnerabilities rather than just protecting against or mitigating code
vulnerabilities [114]. In addition, although researchers have begun
to focus on the standardization of vulnerabilities in robotic systems
and the construction of vulnerability libraries [115], there is still a
lack of standard UAV vulnerability libraries to provide standardized
vulnerability information and data for their software security research.

5. Payload security

5.1. Payload attacks

Payload attacks aim to destroy or manipulate the load readings
by means of electromagnetic, sound waves, software, etc., so that it
outputs wrong data to the back-end software for processing, thereby
affecting the decision-making of the flight system. Generally, The attack
model (shown in Fig. 10) can be divided into two ways: (1) Physical At-
tacks: The attacker exploits the physical vulnerabilities of payloads and
use hardware (Laser, SDR, Sound card, etc.) to launch sensor spoofing
attacks. (2) Cyber attacks: The attacker exploits software vulnerabilities
to get access to UAS software and tamper the payloads’ readings. Spe-
cific attack strategies include jamming attacks and spoof attacks. Attack
objects include inertial sensors, GPS, Optical Flow, Lidar, etc. (shown in
Table 6). This kind of attack comprehensively utilizes the vulnerability
of payload hardware and system control software to tamper with data.
It is a typical cyber–physical composite attack technology. And its
protection is difficult since the attack surface is wide.

Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) has a wide range of ap-
plications in UAV inertial sensors. However, inertial sensors have obvi-
ous vulnerabilities to spoofing attacks, such as acoustic signal spoofing
attacks [34–36], out-of-band signal injection attack [116], transfer
attack [37] etc. These attacks can erroneously output values from
10
Fig. 10. Attack model of payload attacks.

inertial sensors or establish implicit control channels that force a drone
to land or even crash without triggering a security response mechanism.

The main attack for UAV GPS sensors is spoofing attack [8], that
is, sending false location coordinates to the GPS receiver, and the
receiver processes these false data as real data, thus effectively masking
the UAV’s real location. The navigation system can easily receive the
camouflaged signal, and then calculate the wrong position information
(shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b)), causing the UAV to crash or be
captured by the attacker.

GPS spoofing attacks can be easily launched using Software Defined
Radio (SDR) [117] (Fig. 11(c)). It has become a serious threat to UAS
security. Specifically, the attack may cause GPS jamming by setting a
no-fly zone in the autonomous flight mode or even hijack and disable
the UAV [118–120]. Based on the injection of false location coordi-
nates, the researchers take the detection threshold as the constraint con-
dition of the attack payload and propose an optimization-based stealth
attack strategy [38,121]. Specifically, For a fixed time horizon 𝑇𝑎, the
attacker aims to look for an attack sequence 𝛿 = {𝛿(1), 𝛿(2),… , 𝛿(𝑇𝑎)}
to maximizes the residual vector ‖𝑟(𝑘)‖2 = 𝐸[𝑟(𝑘)𝑇 𝑟(𝑘)] measured by
the sensor without being detected. This is formulated as the following
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Fig. 11. GPS spoofing attacks.
Table 6
Payload attacks.

Attacks References Description Result

Attacks on inertial sensors Tripple et al. [34], Farshteindiker
et al. [35], Son et al. [36], Tu
et al. [37,116]

Acoustic signal spoofing attacks;
Out-of-band signal injection attacks;
Transfer attacks

Causing a drone to land;
Crashing without triggering security
response mechanism

Attacks on GPS Hermans et al. [8], Kerns et al.
[118], Vervisch et al. [119], He
et al. [120], Quinonez et al. [38]

GPS spoofing attacks;
Stealthy attacks

Hijacking and disabling the UAV;
Capture the UAV

Attacks on optical flow Davidson et al. [49] Deceiving the optical flow sensing
algorithm

Causing potential threats to the navigation
and control process

Attacks on Lidar Yan et al. [122], Shin et al. [123] Making the Lidar unable to perceive
a certain direction
constrained optimization problem:

𝑎𝑟𝑔max
𝛿

𝑇𝑎
∑

𝑖=0
𝐸[𝑟𝑇 (𝑘)𝑟(𝑘)]

𝑠.𝑡. 𝐸[𝑟′ (𝑘)]≤ 𝜏 ∀𝑘 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑇𝑎 − 1}

(4)

where 𝑟′(𝑘) and 𝜏 are defined in Eq. (5) in Section 5.2. Compared with
the former, this attack can force the UAV to enter a preset location
without triggering a specific security detection mechanism, achieving
the induction and capture of the UAV in a more stealthy way [121].

In addition to IMU and GPS, sensors such as Lidar and Optical Flow
are also at risk of being attacked. Such as constructing a mesh laser
image to deceive the optical flow sensing algorithm [49], blinding the
camera to make it unable to recognize the image [122], and making the
Lidar unable to perceive a certain direction [123]. These attacks will
cause potential threats to the navigation and control process of UAS.
However, the corresponding defense technology still lacks relatively
systematic research progress.

The problems existing in the research of payload attacks are similar
to those of communication network attacks. Since the attacks need high
hardware requirements, and can only be launched at close range, it is
difficult to attack payloads in large UAVs (especially TUAV, HALE, and
MALE) except for GPS. Therefore, most researchers have only designed
and verified their methods in a simulated environment or on small
UAVs in some limited scenarios. There is still a gap in verifying most
attacks on practical UAVs in real physical scenarios.

5.2. Defenses against payload attacks

The mitigation against payload attacks can be divided into two
categories: hardware protection and software protection. Specifically, it
includes physical protection, software analysis, Cryptography authenti-
cation, detector, and auxiliary positioning detection (shown in Table 7).
They are theoretically suitable for all types of UAVs.

Physical protection methods are frequently applied for inertial sen-
sors. Physical isolation, such as the use of acoustic foam and sound
enclosures, is one such method. Another approach is to enhance the
redundancy of the system, such as utilizing dual gyroscopes for active
defense of differential measurement. [124,125]. These methods can
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effectively reduce the resonance effect of the noise frequency on the
sensor and reduce the possibility of spoofing attacks.

Software analysis methods are primarily utilized to ensure the in-
tegrity and availability of payload data, They are commonly applied to
detect spoofing attacks on GPS and IMU. Its core idea is to model the
flight state of the UAV by extracting some system features of the UAV
itself. When the flight state of the UAV deviates from the calculation
result of the model (exceeds a determined threshold) during the flight
process, it is considered to be attacked. For example, extracting system
control invariant modeling to detect inertial sensor attacks [126], using
system physical constant modeling to detect inertial sensor stealth
attacks [38], using IMU data to build machine learning models to detect
GPS spoofing attacks [127,128] and etc.

Cryptography-based authentication methods are mostly used to pro-
tect GPS sensors, mainly to ensure the confidentiality of payload data.
For example, researchers authenticated GPS signal based on quantum
key distribution [129], symmetric cryptography [130,131] and statis-
tical hypothesis testing [132]. Although these methods can effectively
defend against fake GPS signals. However, they usually require chang-
ing the physical structure of the existing satellite infrastructure, which
increases the communication overhead and has a certain impact on the
real-time performance of the UAS. Simultaneously, cryptography-based
authentication methods are still vulnerable to replay attacks [133].

Detector method [134,135] uses the differences between measured
values and filter estimates to calculate the residual vector 𝑟(𝑘) [136]
and construct a random variable 𝑟′ = 𝑓 (𝑟(𝑘), 𝛴𝑟). Then it achieve
the attack detection by comparing the difference in the probability
distribution of single or multiple samples in the normal and attacked
cases. It assumes that 𝑟′ follows a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
with a constant covariance matrix 𝛴𝑟, and abrupt changes in data
can be detected by testing the following two incompatible statistical
hypotheses,

𝐻0 ∶ 𝑟(𝑘) ∼ 𝑁(0, 𝛴𝑟) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻1 ∶ 𝑟(𝑘) ≁ 𝑁(0, 𝛴𝑟) (5)

where 𝑁(0, 𝛴𝑟) represents the Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and
covariance 𝛴𝑟. This is realized by comparing 𝑟′ with a threshold 𝜏. If
the estimated 𝑟′ is above 𝜏, 𝐻1 is accepted and the algorithm detects
the fault in the system, which may be introduced by spoofing attacks.
The Detector can effectively detect spoofing attacks in MEMS and GPS
sensors since most of the attacks can cause abrupt changes. However,
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Table 7
Defenses against payload attacks.

Method References Strengths Weaknesses

Physical protection Roth et al. [124], Soobramaney
et al. [125]

Reducing the probability of spoof
attacks

Physical isolation will cause poor heat
dissipation

Software analysis Choi et al. [126], Quinonez et al.
[38], Liang et al. [127], Feng
et al. [128]

Effectively detecting spoofing
attacks on GPS and IMU

Cannot respond to attacks;
Have false detections

Cryptography-based
authentication

Bonior et al. [129], Hanlon [130],
Kerns et al. [131], Wesson et al.
[132], Papadimitratos et al. [133]

Effectively defending against fake
GPS signals

Require physical structure changing;
Reduce real-time performance;
Vulnerable to replay attack

Detector Yang et al. [134], Ju et al. [135],
Ceccato et al. [137]

Effectively detecting spoofing
attacks on GPS and MEMS

Its accuracy depends heavily on the choice
of threshold;
Vulnerable to stealth attacks

Auxiliary detection Tippenhauer et al. [138], Jansen
et al. [139], Magiera et al. [140],
Kwon et al. [141], Davidovich
et al. [142]

Improving the detection accuracy Cannot respond to attacks
it has obvious drawbacks for either single or multiple samples. If only
a single sample is used, the detection accuracy depends heavily on
the choice of the threshold value. Although detection accuracy can be
improved by using multiple samples, the relatively large window causes
time delays, e.g., the General Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT) [137]. Such
methods may expose the system to attack for a short period of time
before detection is complete. Furthermore, as described in Section 5.1,
detector techniques are vulnerable to stealth attacks since it is based
on the hypotheses that 𝑟 follows a zero-mean Gaussian distribution.

Auxiliary detection methods mainly detect and protect GPS attacks
by positioning signals or related characteristics of other sensors. For
the utilization of positioning signals, including multi-receiver detec-
tion [138], crowd-sourced cross-validation [139], phase delay estima-
tion and signal spatial filtering [140], state change analysis [141] and
other methods. For the utilization of sensor characteristics, Davidovich
et al. [142] used the correlation between frames in the video stream
captured by the camera to establish a motion representation model of
the UAV, and compared the model with GPS measurements to detect
spoofing attacks.

In general, the research on payload defenses, especially software
methods, mostly focuses on the detection of malicious attacks, while
ignoring protection and response. In cybersecurity research, protection
or emergency response technologies such as patching and disconnecting
the network can generally achieve ‘‘medicine to cure the disease’’
and get immediate results. Still, it is often aimed at static systems or
even offline systems, which is more like a kind of after-loss remedy.
For a highly dynamic real-time information system like UAS, these
passive defense technologies cannot cope with complex and highly
concealed payload attacks. In the future, the research of load protection
should focus on protection and emergency response technology, com-
prehensively consider information systems, physical characteristics,
flight decision-making, and other factors integrate network security, op-
timization theory, and control theory, etc., to form a dynamic real-time
and efficient active defense strategy.

6. Machine-learning-based security

6.1. Machine-learning-based attacks

In this chapter, we discuss the machine-learning-based attack
against the algorithms, that is, attackers usually artificially create noise
to change the data distribution, or generate malicious adversarial exam-
ples to carry out ‘‘poisoning attacks’’ to interfere with the classification
process of the model and cause the model to classify incorrectly. The
attack can be defined as Eq. (6).

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

𝑥′𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 + 𝛥𝑥𝑖
𝑓 (𝑥𝑖) = 𝑦𝑖

′

(6)
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⎩

𝑓 (𝑥𝑖) ≠ 𝑦𝑖
Fig. 12. Attack model of machine-learning-based attacks.

where 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 refer to the benign input and output respectively. 𝛥𝑥𝑖
refers to the adversarial perturbation the attacker inject to 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥′𝑖
refers to the adversarial example.

The vulnerability of machine learning algorithms generally include
two aspects, firstly, activation functions in neural networks like Recti-
fied Linear Unit (RELU) and Sigmoid often have the effect of compres-
sion, linearizing nonlinear neural networks. Therefore, several studies
have shown that adversarial example attacks result from the lack of
resistance to perturbations of linearized networks [43,44,143]. Second,
there are vulnerabilities in some generic operations of the machine
learning algorithm itself that can be exploited by attackers, such as
convolution operations [144] and image scaling operations [145]. The
effect of intelligent attacks is generally evaluated from the following
aspects.

Adversarial Effectiveness. The effectiveness of the attacks is deter-
mined by the reduction of the target model’s task performance on the
adversarial examples compared to its original performance.

Adversarial Stealthiness. The stealthiness means that the 𝛥𝑥𝑖
should be indistinguishable from humans or well hid in the environ-
ment.

Adversarial Transferability. The transferability means that an
adversarial example can be successfully attacked on one model and can
have a similar impact on other models.

In recent years, as we concluded in Table 8, adversarial attacks have
also been gradually applied in actual physical scenarios to attack intelli-
gent algorithms deployed on UAS. As shown in Fig. 12, the attacker can
construct an adversarial sample by modifying the sensor data. Through
investigation, we found that modifying camera [48] and Lidar [50,146]
data to attack object detection and tracking tasks is one of the most
popular attack methods. In addition, related works have shown that
attackers may cause some task failures for Autonomous Driving (AD)
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Table 8
Machine-learning-based attacks.

Method Vulnerabilities of linear Vulnerabilities of general operations

Modify sensor data Johnson et al. [9] Cao et al. [50], Zhu et al. [146] Han et al. [48], Sun et al. [148]

Modify training/testing data Kim et al. [149], Xie et al. [150], Chen et al.
[151], Wei et al. [152], Yan et al. [153], Athalye
et al. [154], Held et al. [155]

/

systems by attacking other payloads like GPS [147] and Radar [148].
Although they did not directly attack the intelligent algorithms on UAS,
since the AD system is a crucial part of UAS, the methods proposed in
the field of AD systems have a good reference value. they demonstrated
that these sensors run the risk of becoming an entrance for adversarial
examples to attack intelligent algorithms.

Except for sensor attacks, the attacker can also gain internal ac-
cess to the UAS and directly modify the training/testing data. In
this way, they can defraud UAVs to find enemy activities in recon-
naissance missions [9], or use Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM)
algorithm to construct adversarial samples to interfere with attack
detection models [149]. In addition, some attacks may also pose po-
tential threats to UAVs. For example, for object detection and tracking
models, Researches [150–155] proposed attack methods such as Dense
Adversary Generation (DAG) and Unified and Efficient Adversary (UEA)
to significantly reduce the accuracy of the classifier. As described in
Section 5.1, machine learning-based attacks pose similar challenges as
payload attacks for different types of UAVs since some attacks rely on
the payloads. Additionally, UAVs with strong containment present a
challenge for attacks that require internal access.

6.2. Machine-learning-based defense technology

Machine learning can also be applied to the protection of UAS.
From a technical point of view, traditional security protection measures
can defend against many known security threats. However, as the
application fields of UAS continue to expand, application scenarios and
tasks are becoming more and more diverse, and various attack methods
are being introduced. Defense technology has struggled to cope. AI has
strong automatic feature extraction and analysis capabilities, which is
suitable for multi-level security protection in different kinds of UAS,
and become a feasible technical direction for protecting new types of
attacks. This section summarizes some applications of machine learn-
ing in UAS cybersecurity protection, including supervised learning,
reinforcement learning, and game theory (shown in Table 9).

Supervised learning is the process of using a set of samples of known
classes to adjust the parameters of a classifier to achieve the required
performance. For the cybersecurity of UAS, supervised learning is
widely used, such as using LSTM to identify the legitimate ADS-B
message sequence and calculate the flight deviation [156], using LSTM,
SVM, and other algorithms to detect sensor spoofing attacks [157–159],
Detecting malicious replay attacks by authenticating drone operators
based on random forest algorithm [160]. In multi-UAV systems, su-
pervised learning algorithms can learn from abnormal states to protect
UAVs from DOS attacks [161]. Like intrusion detection methods, de-
tection rate, missing report rate, and false alarm rate are adopted to
evaluate the performance. Moreover, as these tasks belong to deep
learning-based classification, the evaluation metrics commonly used
for such tasks as accuracy and recall are also employed to assess the
model’s performance.

Reinforcement learning is a learning method in which the agent
aims to maximize the cumulative reward and learns by interacting
with the environment in a ‘‘trial and error’’ way to obtain a strat-
egy [162,163]. It also has a wide range of application scenarios in UAV
cybersecurity. For example, Johansson et al. [164] used reinforcement
learning to learn policy functions to help UAVs accurately find the flight
path when they lost control, and ensure that UAVs can cruise correctly
when attacked by interference. Lu et al. [165] proposed a reinforcement
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learning-based method for abnormal temperature detection of UAV
motors, which prevents them from operating at abnormal temperatures
by learning the temperature thresholds of the motors and executing
corresponding flight strategies under different thresholds. It can make
a forced landing when the motor is overheated to ensure flight safety.
Lin et al. [166] designed a joint control scheme of UAV trajectory and
communication transmission power for the communication network of
UAS. The user-perceived channel trajectory and transmission power
were selected by the reinforcement learning method to counteract the
malicious interference attack.

Intelligent attacks generally have complex attack intentions, and
there is a certain antagonism between them and defenders. Game
theory-based prediction methods can infer attack intentions according
to attack ‘‘actions’’ by establishing game theory models, and making
targeted defense ‘‘actions’’ so that the defender’s reward can be maxi-
mized. For example, Yang et al. [167] established a connection game
between a pair of communication drones and an attacker, and opti-
mized the game using generative adversarial networks (GAN) to adjust
the connection policy while improving the defense against malicious
attacks and the attacker’s ability to jam the drones. However, this
work is employed with the assumption of full rationality, but in actual
confrontation scenarios, it is difficult for attackers and defenders to
satisfy the requirement of complete rationality. For this reason, Sanjab
et al. [168] introduced prospect theory to describe the bounded ratio-
nality of both attackers and defenders, and calculated the optimal path
strategy for UAVs to avoid malicious attacks by combining prospect
theory and traditional game models. Xiao et al. [169] introduced
prospect theory to study the static game of information transmission
between attackers and UAVs, and on this basis, introduced reinforce-
ment learning methods such as Q-learning, WoLF-PHC, and DQN to
carry out power allocation strategies. These methods can effectively
resist deception and jamming attacks.

The machine-learning-based defense methodology should consider
not only the model accuracy but also the detection granularity, re-
sponse time, and other factors to ensure that the detection model meets
the real-time safety needs of UAS. At the same time, the design of
machine-learning-based defenses for different types of UAVs should
consider the constraints of computing power, as the UAVs have limited
load capacity and hardware computing power. Therefore, the model
should be optimized and compressed reasonably.

7. Discussion and future works

This paper introduces the UAS cybersecurity problems and the
corresponding protective measures from four aspects: communication
network security, software security, payload security, and intelligent
security. On the whole, UAS cybersecurity research has made many
breakthroughs and has become an important part of the UAS secu-
rity protection architecture; on the other hand, there are still many
problems in UAS cybersecurity research.

First, compared with the IoT, UAS generally uses private commu-
nication protocols for data communication. It generally does not need
to connect to the Internet cloud and dynamically interact with a large
amount of data, and is more like an independent and closed local area
network. In addition, UAS has physical constraints such as volume,
weight, and power consumption, as resource constraints such as load,
computing power, and real-time requirements. These problems lead

to the fact that some Internet cybersecurity protection technologies
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Table 9
Machine-learning-based defense technology.

Method References Strengths Weaknesses

Supervised learning Habler et al. [156], Panice et
al. [157], Abbaspour et al. [158],
Sun et al. [159], Shoufan et al.
[160], Rani et al. [161]

Can detect malicious attacks Lack of labeled training data for UAS;
Has constraints of computing power;
The training of these models is a
time-consuming process

Reinforcement learning Johansson et al. [164], Lu et al.
[165], Lin et al. [166]

Can respond to malicious attacks The convergence of policy networks depend
on the design of scenario rewards.

Game theory-based
protection

Yang et al. [167], Sanjab et al.
[168], Xiao et al. [169]

Infering attack intentions
according to attack ‘‘actions’’ and
make targeted defense

The model need good timeliness and
quickly, accurate response
with rich research and excellent effects but too large computational
complexity cannot be directly applied to UAS. For small and medium
UAVs, it is mainly due to the severe limitation of computing resources
and energy, while for large UAVs, it is more reflected in the strong
closure of the system itself. In the future, under the development trend
of the Internet of Everything, UAVs will be used more as the terminal of
the IOT system to perform complex tasks. The autonomous intelligence
degree will be further improved, and the application scenarios and
system architecture will be more complex and diverse. This trend will
expose more and more UAS to the Internet environment, which will
bring more severe challenges to their security. Hence, it is crucial to
explore the practical implementation and adoption of internet infor-
mation security technology within the constraints of limited resources,
tailored to the unique features of diverse UAV types. This will ensure
seamless interconnectivity, secure information exchange, and produc-
tive collaboration within a trustworthy environment, thereby holding
significant engineering significance.

Secondly, medium and large UAVs, especially strategic and tactical
UAVs are usually used to perform military operations or confidential
missions in hostile environments, and often carry a large amount of
sensitive data (such as flight operation data, log data, mission-related
data, reconnaissance data, etc.), once captured by malicious people,
the OS needs to ensure that the data cannot be leaked and that any
modifications to the hardware/software can be detected. However,
these data are often stored in plaintext, with the read and write of the
data usually lacking integrity verification, which makes the data easily
obtained by attackers or illegally tampered with. In addition, the cross-
domain transmission also increases the risk of critical data leaking in
more open communication networks. Furthermore, the attacker could
perform an attack on the side channel of the AD hardware (CPU, Cache,
etc.) and thus steal private data [170]. At present, most of the research
on data security focuses on the communication transmission level,
while there is a lack of systematic security research on data acquisition,
storage, reading, and writing. Thus there is an urgent need to address
the issue of data security both in software and hardware. Therefore,
it is of great significance to study the storage encryption, operational
integrity verification, hardware security, and illegal operation auditing
of key data in UAS. These measures can ensure the security and control
of core data, reduce property losses, and improve overall UAS security.

Finally, the rapid development of a new generation of AI and the
rapid improvement of cluster networking capabilities make UAVs need
to be used to perform more diverse and complex flight missions. The
degree of coupling and interaction between aircraft and the flight
environment is deepening. The complexity and diversity of these envi-
ronments and tasks increase the attack surface of the system and bring
more severe security threats to UAS. Therefore, it is far from enough
to rely solely on traditional airworthiness safety or cybersecurity tech-
nical specifications to ensure the safety of UAS. At present, the UAS
security research mainly focuses on the security of physical systems
and information systems, while ignoring the security issues under the
constraint of mission orientation. For example, in some scenarios, the
UAV chooses to return or change the flight route in order to avoid
electromagnetic interference. Although the UAS itself is protected, it
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leads to the failure of the mission, which is also unacceptable. In the
future, it is essential to redefine the scope and boundaries of UAS
security in conjunction with specific tasks and establish a comprehen-
sive security framework, technical systems, and evaluation standards to
address emerging threats. This represents a crucial research direction
that aligns with the strategic needs of the drone industry’s sustainable
growth.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, we first introduce the classification and architec-
ture of UAS. Then We systematically analyze the security threats and
summarize a systematic approach to vulnerability assessment from the
perspective of UAS architecture. Based on security analysis, we detail
the attack and defense research from four aspects of communication
network security, software security, payload security, and intelligent
security. Finally, we discuss three future research directions and con-
clude our work. We expect this work can inspire researchers to design
the corresponding defense technology and provide solutions for UAS
cybersecurity.
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